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Abstract 
 
Rivest Cipher 4 (RC4) algorithm is the considerably stream cipher, and can be used of internet protocols. There is a quantity of weak-
nesses bytes even after the first 256 rounds (the size of the RC4 permutation) of the Pseudo random generation algorithm (PRGA). So far 
various modified RC4 research were presented but all of them have either ordinary privacy or accomplishment evaluation challenges. 
This paper introduces enhanced RC4 algorithm depending on Physical Unclonable Function (RC4 - PUF) which has solved both of these 

challenges. The principal development of the proposed RC4 - PUF methodology is that the changing of the s array reorganized to rely on 
the creation of a specific hardware random generator Method (HRGA) and the proposed methodology outcomes as follows:  
Output = Plaintext XOR generated key XOR random values from HRGA.  
The outcome of the tests demonstrates the refinement of the privacy of ciphers (average secrecy), randomness and accomplishment as-
sessment (Encryption time and throughputs) over the variable key length and miscellaneous plaintext size of the proposed encryption 
RC4 – PUF methodology. 
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1. Introduction 

RC4 is the considerably stream cipher, and can be used in differ-
ent internet protocols for example wired equivalent privacy 

(WEP), Skype, Wireless protected access (WPA) and secure sock-
et layer, Transport layer security (SSL/TLS) [1]. The significant 
operators in RC4 algorithm over such a substantial field of appli-
cations have been its speed and plainness; proficient implementa-
tion in both software and hardware were greatly simple to 
evolve.RC4 is very slight and rapid compared to other encryption 
algorithms. The Encryption Process of the RC4 algorithm was 
divided into two parts, 
(1) assessment of the initialization of RC4 which focus on the 

initialization of key scheduling algorithm (KSA), and (2) evalua-
tion of the output key streams generation which focus on the in-
ternal status and the round running process of PRGA. A great 
number of researches are done through RC4 algorithm to improv-
ing its security in order to make it protected and capable to face 
the attacks. 
The necessity for random numbers in cryptographic operations is 
omnipresent. Initialization vectors block padding, nonces, chal-

lenges, and, surely, keys are some of the cryptographic objects 
where a string of unexpected bits is needed. Often the similar 
Random Number Generator (RNG) provides bits for all of the 
above with the using of a cryptographic system. a great number of 
the bits created by the RNG are sent in an obvious way and hence 
a passive attacker has simple chance to interpret the output of the 
RNG and can impact any deficiencies found there [2]. RNGs 
could be separated into two common categories: 

 Pseudo Random Number Generators (PRNGs). 

 True Random Number Generators (TRNGs). 

RNGs can be used for cryptographic operations, on this account, 
can be well-considered a discriminating portion of the crypto-

graphic system. A breakdown or weakness in the RNG may lead 
to an entire breakdown of the system. One of the principal meth-
ods used for designing a RNG is PUFs. A PUF is a procedure that 
produces a group of answers while stimulated by a group of chal-
lenges. It is a physical procedure because the challenge-response 
relation is specified by complicated characteristics of a physical 
material, for example the manufacturing variability of CMOS 
devices. Its unclonability is related to the circumstance that these 
characteristics could not be in a controlled way represented, mak-

ing every equipment efficiently peerless. A PUF must be simple to 
assess which means the physical equipment must be able for as-
sessing the procedure in a short time. It may also be difficult to 
define it. Hence from a restricted number of reasonable physical 
mensuration’s or questions of selected Challenge-Response Pairs 
(CRP), a hacker who not anymore get the equipment, and who can 
only use a restricted number of means (money, time, raw material, 
etc...) could only pull an insignificant amount of information about 

the answer to a randomly selected challenge. PUFs shall be also 
exorbitantly difficult to clone, emulate, simulate, or prophesy. 

2. Related work 

Naji M. Sahib et al. in [3] we overbear on the weakness points 
in RC4 (Rivest Cipher 4) algorithm, there are an amount of mis-

takes in the key scheduling algorithm (KSA) of RC4. This strudy 
introduced enhanced RC4 key generation depending on multi-
chaotic maps. The new pattern of KSA coined as enhanced KSA 
(IKSA), the permutation of the S array changed to rely on the 
random numbers generator depending on three disorganized maps 
,And the suggested algorithm outputs as follows: Output = M 
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XOR produced key XOR Random value from IKSA (R3w) The 
enhanced RC4 with IKSA is proved for its secrecy, randomness 
and accomplishment over the variable key length and various 
plaintext size taking into account those of the original RC4.The 
results demonstrate that the enhanced RS4 with IKSA is superior 
than the original RC4 with KSA. 
T.D.B Weerasinghr in [4] show the analysis of a simply modified 
RC4 algorithm, and tested an easy alteration of RC4 PRGA, 

where we can name it like this: Out Put=M XOR produced key 
XOR j. 
S. M. Hameed et al. in [5] introduce a new pattern of KSA is pro-
posed in a try to enhance the security of RC4 and dispose of the 
weakness connected to the initial permutation of the S array and 
the permutation operation of the S array. 
Fluhrer, S. et al. in [6] we construed the KSA which concludes the 
initial status from a variable size key and define two important 

vulnerabilities of this operation. The first breakdown is in the 
existence of a great number of bits of the initial permutation (KSA 
output). The second breakdown is connected to key vulnerability, 
which can be applied when portion of the key exist to the KSA in 
observable to the Hacker.  
Pardeep et al. in [7], told that the RC4 Method was revealed to the 
market and then specialists begin to construe the RC4 algorithm 
and discover a lot of breakdowns in both of two primary phases of 

the Method KSA and PRGA. 
Mantin et al. in [8], discover the deficiency in the other phase, 
where the possibility of Zero output bytes is the primary deficien-
cy of the RC4 Method.  
Paul et al. in [9], produce the secret key with the use of the initial 
status table. They produced some equation on the basis of initial 
status table and they choose some of the bytes of secret key on the 
basis of presumption and the remaining secret key discovered with 
the use the equation. 

A. Aboshosha et al. in [10] introduced the evolutionary algorithm 
depending on dynamic key generator in RC4 ciphering applied to 
CMS (RC4 – EA) This technique inclines to improve the RC4 
encryption method with a great rank of a seed key coincidence. 

3. Materials and methods 

3.1. RC4 algorithm 

Ron Rivest [11], one of the originators of RSA placed the RC4 
algorithm in 1987. RC4 is an acronym for” Rivest Cipher 4”, it is 
also famous as “Ron’s Code 4”. The algorithm is depending on 

using of a random permutation. The RC4 algorithm is easy and 
relatively slight to declare [12] [13]. 
Algorithm (1) (RC4 Stream Cipher Algorithm) 
Input [plaintext] and [key] 
Output [cipher text] 
Step 1: /Initialize/ 
for i = 0 to 255 
S[i] = i; 

T[i] = K[i mod key]; 
Next i; 
Step 2: / Perform IP of S / 
Set j = 0; 
For i = 0 to 255 
j = (j +S[i] + T[i]) mod 256; 
Swap (S[i], S[j]); 
Step 3: /Stream Generation/ 
Set [i, j] = 0; 

while (true) 
i = (i + 1) mod 256; 
j = (j + S[i]) mod 256; 
Swap (S[i], S[j]); 
t = (S[i] + S[j]) mod 256; 
k = S[t]; 
Step 4: /The process/ 
Step 4.1: Encryption C = P K 

Step 4.1: Decryption P = C K 
Step 5: /End/ 

3.2. Physical unclonable function (PUF) 

Physical Random Function (PUF) is a modern category of securi-
ty, in which it has attracted a great deal of attentiveness. The new 
cryptographic diagram based on the use of one-way operations. 
These are procedures that are slight to work in the forward direc-

tion but impracticable to calculate in the converse direction with-
out additional information [14]. PUFs are one-way procedures, 
which are slight to assess but challenging to reverse. These hard-
ware one-way operations are cheap to fabricate, hard to mimeo-
graph, afford no compact mathematical description [14]. PUFs are 
novelty primitives to conclude secrets from difficult hardware 
properties of ICs instead of saving the secrets in digital memory 
[15]. 

The secret key generation was first developed by use the PUFs in 
[16]. A ROPUF (Ring Oscillator Physical Unclonable Function) 
can be classified into an odd series of inverters. The RO frequency 
is created from the reversed signal that goes through the RO loop 
as demonstrated in Fig. 1 [11]. The presence of operation differ-
ences inside logic gates and wires leads to an uneven delay across 
the chip. 
 

 
Fig. 1: Ring Oscillator Physical Unclonable Function (ROPUF). 

 
A couple of ROs could generate two variable frequencies due to 

the existence of operation variations. 

3.3. Design of ROPUF 

a) Hardware Design  
The hardware electronic circuit Fig 2. Includes a power supply 
and two integrated circuits, first one (IC2 7805) is (5v) regulator. 
whereas the second one (IC3 TC1262-3.3) is a programmable 
regulator.  

 

 
Fig. 2: Block Schema of the Hardware Design. 

 
Fig.3. shows the programmable power supply (TC1262) which 
can be used to provide the variable voltage roughly (1.5-5 v) for 
the microcontroller and 3.3v to send Signal LED.  
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Fig. 3: Power Supply of the Hardware Design. 

 
The Micro-Bus technology can be used as a variable technique to 
transmit data to SD and PC, in which it links (8) pins.  
The algorithm of the written program inside microcontroller chip 

PIC32MX795F512L is demonstrated in algorithm (2). This Func-
tion is programmed in High-level Micro-C language. 
Algorithm (2) Writing Random Numbers on PC and SD 
Input: Libraries (SD, SPI, and UART); Counter (X). 
Output: Writing random numbers on PC and SD. 

1) First step: is calling the library of SD, SPI, and UART. 
Then a variable (x) is selected to be as a counter for count-
ing the binary numbers. In this paper, the maximal value of 

(x) is 99393. surely, this value can be modified as needed. 
2) Second step: is using the Real Time Clock (RTC) system in 

order to serially writing data on PC and in SD. 
3) Third step: is inspecting the data that must be written on SD 

when these data are shown on PC. Otherwise, go to step (2).  
4) Fourth step: is reiterating the condition of step (3) for 24 

times which equal to a number of binary bits in the suggest-
ed system. 

5) Fifth step: is ending write data on PC and SD card when x 
>99393. 

3.4. Secrecy of ciphers 

Secrecy of ciphers is calculated concerning the key equivocation 
(conditional entropy of key given cipher) 
 

𝐻(𝑘
𝑐⁄ ) = ∑  𝐿

𝑗=1 ∑  𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑞𝑖 𝑃𝑖𝑗 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑃𝑖𝑗                                             (1) 

 
Where  
 
Qi = Pr (C = ci) 
 
Pij = Pr (K=ki / C = ci) 

4. Randomness test 

Commonly, those sixteen tests are classified into two categories. 
The first category can be referred as non-parameterized tests and 
comprise: 

 Frequency Test: defines the ratio of occurrence for ones and 

zeros are same in a produced order. It is recommended by 
NIST. The Frequency test can be carried out first, subse-
quently this test supplies the most elementary evidence for 

whether or not the existence of non-randomness in the gen-
erated orders such as non-conformity. 

 Cumulative Sums-Forward Test: defines whether the maxi-

mum of the cumulative sums in an order possesses signifi-
cant zeros or large ones at the first of the orders. This test 
can be well considered a random walk. The values of the 
random walk must be close to zero. 

 Cumulative Sums- Reverse Test: defines whether the max-

imum of the cumulative sums in an order comprises many 
zeros or ones at the last of the orders. This test can be con-
sidered a random walk. The results of the random walk must 
be close to zero. 

 Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) Test: Defines the spectral 

frequency of the binary order that would be expected for a 
truly random order. 

 Lempel-Ziv Compression Test: Defines whether an order is 
more compressed than a truly random order. 

 Run Length Test: estimates the distribution of long runs of 
ones within an bit block to define if it approves with the hy-
pothetical probabilities. 

  Runs Test: Estimates whether the entire number of runs in-
dicates that the frequency in the bit stream is quickly or 

weakly. 

 Rank Test: the rank distribution is estimated for the corre-
sponding random order due to the periodicity of repeated 

sub-orders. 

 Random Excursions Variant Test: the distribution for the 

whole amount of bits across the random walks to finite state 
and determines whether it has over run the accurately ran-
dom order. 

 Random Excursions Test: estimates whether the distribution 

of the quantity of calls of a random walk to a certain state. 

 The other category, which is parameterized test and con-

tains: 

 Serial Test: Calculates whether the amount of occurrences 

of m-bit overlapping arrays is approximately identical. 

 Linear Complexity Test: estimates whether the induced or-

der is enough complex which could be well-considered ran-
dom or not. 

 Overlapping Patterns of All One's Test: Defines the occur-

rence of m-bit periodic patterns. 

 Non-periodic Patterns Test: Explains whether there are 

many appearances of non-periodic patterns. 

 Approximate Entropy Test: defines whether that the out-
come of an order more consistent by comparing with esti-

mated values from a genuinely random order. 

 Block Frequency Test: estimates the number of zeros and 
ones in every m-bit block are identical to have a random 

distribution. 

 Universal Statistical Test: Calculates the compressibility 

by describing whether or not the binary order can be compressed 
without loss of information. 

5. Proposed method (RC4-PUF) 

The suggested algorithm is composed of three phases , while the 
main block scheme of the suggested Method is demonstrated in 

figure (4) 
 

 
Fig. 4: The Proposed Method (RC4-PUF). 

 
a) Ring Oscillator Based PUF circuit 

Design of ROPUF relies on microcontroller chip  
(PIC32MX795F512L). this component is to produce true random 

numbers (TRN), We use each iteration (n=0 to 255 the number of 
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iterations) orders of 24 bits TR, n, TR2n and TR3n every has eight 
bits in order. 

b) Key Scheduling for RC4-PUF 
The modern version of KSA coined as development for KSA, the 
permutation of S modified to rely on true random numbers TR2n 
and TR3n: 
For n=0 to 255 
j= (TR3n + S[TR2n]+T[TR2n]) mod256 

 Swap (j, S[TR2n]) 
Next n 

c) RC4-PUF encryption and Decryption  
Encryption: Cipher = (plaintext ⊕  Generated key ⊕  TR1n) 

mod256 
Decryption: plain = (Ciphertext ⊕  Generated key ⊕  TR1n) 

mod256  
Algorithm 3 for RC4-PUF 
Input [plaintext] and [key] 
Output [cipher text] 
Step 1: /Initialize / 

for i = 0 to 255 
S[i] = i; 
T[i] = K[i mod key]; 
Next i; 
Step 2: / Do IP of S / 
For n=0 to 255 
TR2n = Location: generate from the TRN 
TR3n = Location: generate from the TRN 

j = (TR3n + S[TR2n] + T[TR2n]) mod256 

Swap (j, S(TR2n]) 
Next n; 
Step 3: /Stream Generation/ 
Set [i, j] = 0; 
While (true) 
i = (i + 1) mod 256; 
j = (j + S[i]) mod 256; 

Swap (S[i], S[j]); 
t = (S[i] + S[j]) mod 256; 
k = S[t]; 
TR1n: generate from the TRN 
Step 4:/The process/ 
Encryption C = (M ⨁ K ⨁𝑇𝑅1𝑛) mod256  

𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑀 = (𝐶 ⊕ 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑘𝑒𝑦 ⊕ 𝑇𝑅1𝑛)  

Step 5:/End/ 

6. Results and discussion 

diverse measures were used to show the capability of the suggest-
ed RC4-PUF Algorithm: the cipher secrecy, accomplishment of a 
given encryption Algorithm and the randomness of the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) statistical test. The 
accomplishment of the suggested Algorithm RC4-PUF is analyzed 
under diverse key sizes and diverse plaintext sizes.  

a) Average Secrecy of cipher 

1) A variable plaintext size and fixed key length.  
Table 1 and figures 5 (a), (b), (c) and (d) the suggested RC4-PUF 
Algorithm has superior average secrecy than the original RC4 
algorithm with KSA and Enhanced RC4 algorithm with IKSA 
using a different plaintext sizes (128, 256, 512 and 1024 bits), and 
fixed key length for every stage (32, 64, 128 and 256 bits).  
 

Table 1: Average Secrecy Value vs. Plaintext Size 

Keys 

Length\Bi

ts 

Plaintext 

Size\Bits 
Algorithms 

  

Original RC4 

With KSA 

Improvement 

RC4 With IKSA 

The 

pro-

posed 

method  

RC4-

PUF  

with 

TRNG 

32 

128 0.260459373 0.740856729 
0.7999

13468 

256 0.203040633 0.498915456 
0.7795

34601 

512 0.20944977 0.406738053 
0.7550

14862 

1024 0.214365643 0.43235869 
0.6825

94103 

64 

128 0.363815483 0.740856729 
0.7660

35217 

256 0.245275562 0.531832803 
0.6504

43915 

512 0.174139579 0.544481966 
0.7888

01649 

1024 0.161067288 0.448314224 
0.7518

80148 

128 

128 0.329087567 0.740856729 
0.7755

50146 

256 0.249318629 0.531832803 
0.7838

80148 

512 0.180433057 0.43880481 
0.7622

27014 

1024 0.197202989 0.503334883 
0.7944

76152 

256 

128 0.295187289 0.740856729 
0.7555

01967 

256 0.247261403 0.74999756 
0.7479

21083 

512 0.153576778 0.585268432 
0.6666

04931 

1024 0.177807869 0.455159783 
0.7986

41078 

 
(A) Key = 32 Bits 

 
 

(B) Key = 64 Bits 

 
 

(C) Key = 128 Bits 
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(D) Key = 256 Bits 

 
Fig. 5: Average Secrecy Value vs. Plaintext: (A) Key=32 Bits (B) Key=64 

Bits (C) Key=128 Bits (D) Key=256 Bits. 

 

2) Variable key length, fixed plaintext size 
 

Table 2: Average Secrecy Value vs. Key length 

Plaintext 

size/Bits 

Keys 

Length/Bits 
Algorithm 

  
Rc4 IRC4 

The pro-

posed 

method  

RC4-PUF  

with 

TRNG 

 

128 

32 
0.2604593

73 

0.7408567

29 

0.7782567

31 

64 
0.3638154

83 

0.7408567

29 

0.7998782

30 

128 
0.3290875

67 

0.7408567

29 

0.7808653

21 

256 
0.2951872

89 

0.7408567

29 

0.7898765

92 

256 

32 
0.2030406

33 

0.4989154

56 

0.7999650

21 

64 
0.2452755

62 

0.5318328

03 

0.6989415

02 

128 
0.2493186

29 

0.5318328

03 

0.7308526

13 

256 
0.2472614

03 

0.7499975

6 

0.7918030

00 

512 

32 
0.2094497

7 

0.4067380

53 

0.6067325

13 

64 
0.1741395

79 

0.5444896

6 

0.6532267

23 

128 
0.1804330

57 

0.4388848

1 

0.7011041

51 

256 
0.1535767

78 

0.5852684

32 

0.6959994

23 

1024 
32 

0.2143656

43 

0.4323586

9 

0.7012001

30 

64 0.1610672 0.4483142 0.6484330

88 24 15 

128 
0.1972029

89 

0.5033488

3 

0.7000477

50 

256 
0.1778078

69 

0.4551597

83 

0.6879313

65 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

(A) Plaintext = 128 Bits 

 
 

(B) Plaintext = 256 Bits 

 
 

(C) Plaintext = 512 Bits 

 
 

(D) Plaintext = 1024 Bits 
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Fig. 6: Average Secrecy Value vs. Key Length: A) Plaintext = 128 Bits B) 

Plaintext = 256 Bits C) Plaintext =512 Bits D) Plaintext = 1024 Bits. 

 
As demonstrated by the Table 2 and fig.6 (a), (b), (c) and (d), the 

suggested RC4-PUF Algorithm has superior average secrecy than 
the original RC4 algorithm with KSA and enhanced RC4 algo-
rithm with IKSA, using a variable key length (32.64,128 and 256 
bits), and fixed plaintext for every stage (128,256,512 and 1024 
bits). 
 

b) Encryption time 
The time to generate a ciphertext from a plaintext using the sug-
gested method RC4-PUF 

 
Table 3: Encryption Time vs. Data Measurement with Key That Has 

Length 128 Bits 

Data 

Size 

(KB) 

Encryption Time 

RC4 (µs) 

Encryption Time 

RC4-EA (µs) 

Encryption Time 

RC4-PUF (µs) 

20 1037.1208 905.9906 818.8915 

40 1085.9966 940.0845 851.2348 

60 1156.0917 978.9467 882.4369 

80 1192.0929 982.0461 890.1278 

100 1219.0342 988.9603 891.6669 

 

 
Fig. 7: Encryption Time of Diverse Data Size with the Use of Secret Key 

of Length 128 Bits. 

 
Table 4: Encryption Time vs. Data Size with Key Length 256 Bits 

Data 

Size 

(KB) 

Encryption Time 

RC4 (µs) 

Encryption Time 

RC4-EA (µs) 

Encryption Time 

RC4-PUF (µs) 

20 1105.0701 1036.9219 940.1653 

40 1125.0973 1044.9886 954.7769 

60 1189.9471 1047.1344 973.8752 

80 1214.9811 1052.8564 980.8866 

100 1260.0422 1065.9695 986.1634 

 

 
Fig. 8: Encryption Time of Several Data Measurement with Secret Key 

That Has Length 256 Bits. 

 
As demonstrated by the tables and illustrations the ordinary en-
cryption times are restrained on varied plaintext data size starting 
from 20 KB till 100 KB with key length that has128 bits and 256 
bits. 
An accomplishment comparison between the original RC4 encryp-
tion method, RC4-EA operation and the suggested RC4-PUF 
function is derived. 
As the encryption time reduces, the accomplishment of the method 

raises. 
c) Throughputs 

Computed as the entire plaintext encrypted in KB categorized by 
the encryption time in microseconds.  
As the throughputs raises, the accomplishment raises and the En-
ergy usage reduces. 
 
Table 5: Throughputs vs. Data Measurement with Key That Has Length 

128 Bits 

Data Size 

(KB) 

Throughput 

RC4 (KB/S) 

Throughput RC4-

EA (KB/S) 

Throughput RC4-

PUF (KB/S) 

20 19284.15 22075.26 29215.16 

40 36832.52 42549.36 55330.80 

60 51898.99 61290.36 73241.63 

80 67108.86 81462.57 92116.53 

100 82032.15 101116.29 117620.81 

 

 
Fig. 9: Throughputs for the Encryption Pattern of Different Data Meas-

urement with Secret Key That Has Length 128 Bits. 

 
Table 6: Throughputs vs. Data Measurement with Key That Has Length 

256 Bits 

Data Size 

(KB) 

Throughput 

RC4 (KB/S) 

Throughput RC4-

EA (KB/S) 

Throughput RC4-

PUF (KB/S) 

20 18098.39 19287.85 21381.53 

40 35552.48 38277.92 40716.72 

60 50422.4 57299.23 65214.47 

80 65844.64 75983.77 86823.34 

100 79362.42 93811.31 103845.24 
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Fig. 10: Throughputs for the Encryption Pattern of Several Data Meas-

urement with Secret Key That Has Length 128 Bits 

 
As shown by the tables and figures. The throughputs of the pro-
posed RC4-PUF encryption method compared with original RC4 
and RC4-EA technique. The values came with key length 128 bits 
and 256 bits and variable plaintext data. 

d) Randomness tests 

The following multiple diverse trails are done with a view to do-
ing the test the statistical attributes of the ciphertext generated 
from the suggested RC4-PUF technique with HRNG we used a 
large size binary order produced by every key. The movement was 
checked, and we afterwards computed the average of the p-values 
coming from these analyses. As demonstrated in the table 7. 
 

Table 7: Randomness Test for RC4-PUF 

Statistical test p-value Proportion/Threshold Result 

Frequency 0.578371 994/980 Pass 

Block frequency 0.094185 992/980 Pass 

Cumulative sums 0.838957 997/980 Pass 

Runs 0.793138 995/980 Pass 

Longest Run 0.268279 991/980 Pass 

Rank 0.573641 994/980 Pass 

FFT 0.139751 993/980 Pass 

Non Over lapping Tem-

plate 
0.810725 994/980 Pass 

Overlapping Template 0.923074 987/980 Pass 

Universal 0.710936 994/980 Pass 

Approximate Entropy 0.566284 993/980 Pass 

Random Excursions 0.628072 626/615 Pass 

Random Excursions Vari-

ant 
0.499725 625/615 Pass 

Serial 0.955507 990/980 Pass 

Linear Complexity 0.900815 986/980 Pass 

7. Conclusion 

In this paper, the RC4-PUF technique with HRNG is suggested 
and accomplished the following: 

1) Solve the vulnerability of the RC4 algorithm and another 
pattern that published.  

2) Enhance the average secrecy of the algorithm and enhances 
its productivity by elevating encryption time and increasing 
efficiency. 

3) Enhance the randomness of the ciphertext so that it fruitful-
ly passed the NIST statistical tests for randomness. 

The ordinary secrecy the accomplishment criteria secrecy and 

randomness were used to collate between the suggested technique 
with the original RC4 and other patterns from RC4 algorithm. 
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